Features

- **Java implementation** that adheres to:
  - draft-ietf-manet-packetbb-17
  - draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-07
  - draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-07

- **Motivation** of using Java:
  - Platform independent
  - Possibility to hand out binary code without necessity for recompilation / installation
  - Easy to program / many delivered Java classes (java.net, java.io)
  - Inheritance allows for writing extensions and Java applets without much redundant code
  - Suitable for prototype settings
Updates since IETF 72

- Updated to packetbb-17
- Fixed some bugs
- Major revision of the Ns2 extension based on AgentJ
  - Much more stable
  - Faster
  - Cleaner architecture